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Whitelist Add-In 
The whitelist Add-In can be accessed on MyGeotab on the Navigation panel under the 

“Administration” button. 

 

Figure 1 

 

Upon clicking on the whitelist link/button the whitelist page will load with a list of all the 

vehicles:  

 

Figure 2 

1. List of all your GO6 and GO7 devices, clicking on device allows you view or add 

drivers for that specific device. 

2. Checkbox - this allows you to select multiple vehicles in the event that you want to 

assign a driver/drivers to more than one vehicle, after choosing the vehicles 

clicking on button 4 (see figure 2) will allow you to choose which drivers you want 

to add to the vehicles. 

3. Multi-select helper – this button allows you to select a batch of vehicles from the 

whitelist page. This used in conjunction with the groups filter can help you select all 

vehicles of a filtered group to assign drivers to. 

4. This button is used when you have selected more than one vehicle and want to add 

drivers on to it. 

 

Prerequisites 
-The key-control/whitelist feature works on vehicles that have GO6 and GO7 devices 

installed, thus you will only be presented with vehicles that meet that requirement when 

the whitelist page loads. 
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-Users operating the whitelist page need to have a security clearance allowing them to 

send text messages 

Navigating the Whitelist Page 
This section will help you with the navigation within the Whitelist Add-in/page: 

 Viewing a vehicle’s whitelist/drivers that have been whitelisted onto a certain 

vehicle. 

 Viewing vehicles by Groups. 

 Viewing drivers that have been added to any vehicle’s whitelist. 

 

The whitelist Add-In can be accessed on MyGeotab on the Navigation panel under the 

“Administration” button.  

View a Vehicle’s Whitelist 
 

To view drivers that have been whitelisted onto a vehicle simply click on the vehicle from 

the list of vehicles then the page will load a list of drivers that have been whitelisted onto 

the vehicle, on this page you will be able to remove, temporarily disable or add drivers to 

the clicked vehicle’s whitelist. 

How to whitelist\add a driver to a Vehicle 
 

First click on the vehicle from the list of vehicles, the page will load a list of drivers you 

might have been previously added to the selected vehicle, see below: 

 

1. Vehicle name and number of drivers already assigned, if multiple vehicles selected 

you won’t see this. 

2. Allows you to add drivers onto the selected vehicle. 

3. Allows you to temporarily disable a driver from the vehicle and: 

4. Allows you to permanently remove a driver from a vehicle. 

5. Allows you to permanently remove all drivers from a vehicle. 
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6. Allows you to temporarily remove all driver from a vehicle. 

Using Groups on the Whitelist 
On MyGeotab you have the ability to choose which groups you want to control/see while 

viewing some pages on MyGeotab, the whitelist add-in also allows you to utilize the 

MyGeotab group filter, This helps in the event that you would like to assign drivers to 

specific vehicles in a group, after changing the group filter the whitelist page will refresh 

to adapt to your filter, and you will only see vehicles and drivers that belong to the chosen 

group(s)  

 

 

 

 

 


